PARTNER SOLUTION BRIEF

Easy and Economical
Hybrid Storage with
Wasabi and StarWind

Use Wasabi Hot Cloud Storage for your On-Premises
Applications
Wasabi has partnered with StarWind to deliver a hybrid storage solution that
lets you easily integrate your existing on-premises storage infrastructure,
applications and data protection solutions with Wasabi hot cloud storage for
ultimate flexibility, simplicity and cost savings.
Wasabi hot cloud storage is incredibly cost-effective and fast cloud object
storage for any purpose. StarWind Storage Gateway for Wasabi connects
your on-premises applications to Wasabi using standard storage protocols
like iSCSI, providing economical and reliable storage for files, volumes and
virtual tapes. You can use the joint solution for backup and archival, disaster
recovery, cloud data processing, storage tiering and data migration.

Wasabi Hot Cloud Storage Delivers
Breakthrough Economics and
Performance
Wasabi hot cloud storage is the industry’s most affordable and highestperforming cloud storage service. Wasabi is 80% cheaper and faster than
alternative cloud storage services like Amazon S3.
Specifically conceived to make cloud storage a commonplace utility like
electricity, Wasabi hot cloud storage is easy to understand, easy to order and
incredibly cost-effective to scale. With Wasabi there are no confusing cloud
storage tiers to decipher and no complicated fee structures to decode. A
highly parallelized system architecture delivers breakthrough performance, so
you can rapidly move large datasets in and out of the cloud.
Engineered for extreme data integrity and security, Wasabi provides eleven
9s object durability and supports configurable data immutability to protect
against accidental deletions, ransomware and viruses, and to ensure
regulatory compliance.

StarWind Storage Gateway
Extends On-Premises Storage
Infrastructure to the Cloud
StarWind Storage Gateway integrates on-premises applications and
storage infrastructure with Wasabi helping you protect and extend previous
investments. Built-in deduplication and compression features conserve disk
space, optimize WAN utilization and accelerate data replication and recovery
functions. And automated data backup and archive capabilities eliminate the
hassles and delays of shipping tapes offsite, while preserving your existing
data protection systems and practices.
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KEY FEATURES
• Affordable primary storage for
cloud or on-prem workloads
• Economical and reliable
secondary storage for backup
and recovery
• Durable storage for archival
and compliance
• Automated replication and
tiering

BENEFITS
• Slash storage cost and
complexity
• Protect and extend previous
investments
• Align storage costs with data
value
• Reduce risk and exposure due
to data loss

WASABI PARTNER SOLUTION BRIEF: StarWind and Wasabi

StarWind Storage Gateway is a Veeam-Ready solution and seamlessly integrates into any existing Veeam-protected
IT infrastructure without the need for dedicated software. You can easily manage all your backups using an easy and
informative management interface. Recovery is done in just a few clicks: locate the desired backup in the Veeam Console
and press “Restore.” StarWind Storage Gateway will immediately download your backup in a secure virtual tape container
from Wasabi to the local storage and present it to the backup server. Last but not least, data security is improved since
StarWind Virtual Tape Library format is ransomware-resilient by design.

Versatile Solution Supports Many Use Cases
The integrated solution from Wasabi and StarWind lets you combine on-site and cloud-based resources to create an
infinitely scalable and instantly accessible hybrid storage pool. The joint solution delivers unmatched economics and
simplicity, and supports a wide variety of use cases:
• Use Wasabi hot cloud storage for low-cost and fast primary storage for on-premises or cloud-based workloads, or
for storing infrequently accessed enterprise application data.
• Use Wasabi hot cloud storage for cost-effective secondary storage for backup, for disaster recovery in the cloud,
or for data migration initiatives.
• Use Wasabi hot cloud storage for affordable and reliable archival storage for compliance and long-term data
retention.

Hot Cloud Storage
S3 API

iSCSI

Next Steps

On-Prem

• CONTACT WASABI TODAY. Learn more about our price, performance and protection benefits.
• TRY WASABI FOR FREE. Get up to 1 TB for 30 days.
• Visit StarWind to learn more about the StarWind Storage Gateway.

ABOUT WASABI
Wasabi is the hot cloud storage company delivering disruptive storage technology that is
1/5th the price of Amazon S3 and faster than the competition with no fees for egress or API
requests. Unlike first generation cloud vendors, Wasabi focuses solely on providing the world’s
best cloud storage platform. Created by Carbonite co-founders and cloud storage pioneers
David Friend and Jeff Flowers, Wasabi is on a mission to commoditize the storage industry.
Wasabi is a privately held company based in Boston, MA.
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